


Children exchanging valentines in 
elementary school

Happy Valentine’s Day!

In the United States, Valentine’s Day is mainly 
celebrated by couples. Although some people may 
use Valentine’s Day as a chance to confess their 
love to someone, it is not very common. This day is 
usually celebrated by people who are already 
romantically involved with each other. On this day, 
men give their girlfriend or wife gifts such as 
chocolate or flowers. In addition to giving gifts, 
many couples also go on a romantic date such as 
going to a fancy restaurant for dinner. However, 
there is no holiday where the women give the men 
gifts back. Furthermore, people in the US only give 
chocolate and gifts to their significant other. They 
do not exchange chocolates or other gifts with 
friends or coworkers. 

In schools, children create Valentine’s Day boxes to 
exchange valentine cards and candy with their 
classmates. The children bring candy and cards to 
share with everyone and have a Valentine’s Day 
party in the classroom. This is the closest thing 
that the US has to “tomo-choco”, but this only 
happens in elementary schools. Once students 
reach middle school they no longer share 
valentines with one another. Additionally, the 
candy is store-bought as people do not make their 
own chocolate or candy to share.

Lastly, one famous character for Valentine’s Day is 
Cupid. He is an ancient Roman god of love that is 
often depicted as a baby with wings and a bow and 
arrow. He goes around shooting people with 
arrows to make them fall in love with each other. 

Until next time,

Nicole  
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A couple having a romantic dinner to 
celebrate Valentine’s Day

Cupid is a baby with wings and a bow 
and arrow who makes people fall in love 
with one another by shooting them with
arrows


